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Freeman Motor Company provides detailing services to local drivers

Drivers in the Portland and Salem, Oregon area can find detailing services at Freeman Motor
Company

PORTLAND, Ore. (PRWEB) July 26, 2021 -- Freeman Motor Company, a car dealership franchise with
facilities in Salem and Portland, Oregon, offers detailing services for local drivers. Autospa is the name of the
premier auto detailing and reconditioning services that are available at Freeman Motor Company. Other than
detailing, the dealership offers a vehicle showroom, maintenance and a body shop.

Auto detailing and reconditioning services are many. For the exterior of a vehicle, repairs include paint touch
ups, scratch repairs, rock chip repairs, windshield repairs, paint-less dent removal, headlight restoration, alloy
wheel repair and bumper paint repair. Fixing up the exterior of a vehicle is important for resale value.

Repairs for the interior of a vehicle include upholstery repair, vinyl repair, leather repair, velour repair, carpet
repair and thermo-stain removal. Fixing interior issues can also improve the resale value of a vehicle. Other
reasons to repair include comfort and to prevent further rips to vehicle upholstery.

Drivers in the area can get the interior of their car detailed for $225 to $275. This interior detailing package
includes carpet steam cleaning, floor mat steam cleaning, seat cleaning, meticulous interior detail cleaning, door
jamb cleaning, trunk vacuuming, and window cleaning. Comprehensive odor removal is a motivator for getting
this service.

Exterior detailing services run in the same price range of $225 to $275 at Freeman Motor Company. Their team
will first give the vehicle a wash by hand. They will remove any tar or sap on the vehicle. After the wash, they
will use a clay bar, cut/buff and polish on exterior surfaces. This helps to restore the shine of the paint.

To learn more about these services, drivers can head to the dealership’s website, freemanmotor.com.
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Contact Information
Kara Copeland
Freeman Motor Company
http://https://www.freemanmotor.com/
(503) 595-5353

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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